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Abstract 

There has been an increase in the services and contents based on heterogeneous multiple 

media in the wake of the emergence of various smart devices. However, it is difficult to share 

the services and contents because the smart devices adopt independent OS. HTML5 has come 

under the limelight which provides the interoperability and can solve such a problem. 

Nonetheless, the standardization for HTML5 has yet to be completed, making it difficult to 

achieve the integrated authentication for safe use of services. This paper presents the user 

profile design method for the integrated authentication within the service based on HTML5. 

We intend to discuss the measure which enables the integrated management of personal 

information within the heterogeneous devices using the designed integrated user profile 

information and can help provide the authentication by phase depending on the selection of 

user. 
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1. Introduction 

The pattern of media content consumption is changing fast amid the rapid expansion in the 

use of connected devices. Wired and wireless internet technologies have been practically 

applied in our lives, and therefore an environment is required which allows the personalized 

content to be provided via heterogeneous devices anywhere without any constraint in the 

space. According to the IDC, the market research organization, the 916 million units of 

connected devices were released in 2011 worldwide, and their sales amounted to $48.9 

million in the same period [1]. In 2014, approximately 1.5 billion units of connected devices 

are expected to be released [2]. Along with that, the market for the M-payment service using 

the smart devices is expected to grow at a rate of 67.8% for the next 5 years from 2010 [3]. 

(See the Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The Connected Device Forecasts in 2010-2014E 
 

An increasing number of users have the desire to use the OSMU (One Source Multi Use) 

service based on the N-Screen owned by the user who has a single content amid the 

widespread use of smart devices, the increase in the heterogeneous media-based media, and 

rapid expansion of the smart mobile payment service. N-Screen refers to the service that 

provides the contents via several device screens, while OSMU is the method for using the 

contents without disruption by shifting single contents through several devices. However, the 

sensitive private information – which is necessarily involved in the use and sharing of single 

content on the basis of various heterogeneous multiple devices – is being managed 

sporadically based on the devices that have different platforms. This paper presents the 

method for the design of private information profile which is integrated using the HTML5.0 

capable of flexibly responding to the compatibility, accessibility and interoperability based on 

different heterogeneous devices and the method for the application of authentication.  
 

2. Problem Statement   

Heterogeneous multiple devices, which can be easily carried, enable easy banking, 

transaction of securities, payment and financial settlement anytime and anywhere. 

Resultantly, there has been the difficulty in the authentication procedure and 

management that uses the private information, the essential information, due to the 

different platforms of heterogeneous media, and consequently, the problem of sporadic 

management and difficulty in management of private information have been witnessed.  

•  Absence of the technology that can be applied to ensure uniform integration and 

management of private information for heterogeneous devices 

•  Development of multiple authentications to cope with the diversification of user 

terminal device, version management, increase in the maintenance and repair costs 

•  Increasing inconvenience in managing the authentication information based on the 

heterogeneous media due to the dependent technology of browser and platform 

 

3. Design of Consolidated Authentication Model (CAM) Profile 
 

3.1. Overview of User Authentication Model (UAM) 

We define that consolidated authentication model (CAM) can use in a variety of smart 

devices for user and device authentication. In terms of the management and usage of 

credential, CAM is divided into smart device based consolidated authentication model (S-
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CAM) using smart device of users and credential server based consolidated authentication 

model (C-CAM) using centralized credential service.  

 

 

Figure 2. The Architecture of Consolidated Authentication Model 
 

3.2. Smart Device based User Authentication Model (S-CAM)  

The smart device based consolidated authentication model is a model which enables user 

smart devices to perform N-screen based user authentication by using user credential stored in 

the smart device. The structure and workflow of S-CAM is as follows; User saves a credential 

at smart device. If service provider requests user authentication user uses credential stored at 

smart device in order to generate digital signature. S-CAM does not need to install additional 

software such as plug-in or ActiveX in order to perform user authentication. It simply 

requires web browser such as Internet Explorer, Opera, Safari, Firefox, Chrome, etc. [4].  

 

 

Figure 3. Structure and Workflow of S-CAM 

 
3.3. Credential server based User Authentication Model (C-CAM)  

The credential server based user authentication model manages user credentials centrally at 

credential stores.  If service provider requests use authentication user can request to signing 

server which generates digital signature instead of user [5].  
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Figure 4. Structure and Workflow of C-CAM 
 

3.4. Design of CAM profile  

We design a common user authentication profile for consolidated user authentication. This 

profile consists of user information, smart device information, credential information, and 

policy information. User information field includes common user information such as social 

security number, name, email, phone number and ID. Device information field includes 

device type, name, serial number, phone number, MAC address, product ID and performance 

information. Credential information field includes CAM type, C-SAM information, S-CAM 

information, credentials, and secured credential. Policy information field includes and 

authentication level, authentication method, device authentication, content type and content 

level. 

 

 

Figure 5. Profile of CAM 
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4. Prototyping 
 

4.1. Implementation 

Figure 6.User Profile Setting 
View 

Figure 7. Android 
View (Login) 

Figure 8. iPhone View 
(Alert) 

 

Figure 6 is user profile setting view for user and device authentication in N-Screen 

environment. In this view, system manager can separate authentication level by setting user 

and device information. Also, manager can set the number of information which is used to 

each level. User and Device information can be set differently according to type of service, 

such as login, modify user information, and payment. 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 is consolidated authentication view in mobile web browser. Through 

mobile web, user can use same consolidated authentication service in N-Screen environment. 

Figure 7 is Android, Figure 8 is iPhone. In the Login Page, user can set consolidated 

authentication level. If user set this level, System will notify level information to user. This 

notice includes user and device information type, which is used to consolidated authentication.  

4.2. Simulation 

Figure 9 is result of simulation. We simulate speed of service response. Graph A is 

result of service response time which is using user profile consolidated authentication 

system. Graph B is result of service response time which uses general consolidated 

authentication system. Graph C is result of service which is not using consolidated 

authentication system.  

 

 

Figure 9. Simulation Result 
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As a result of simulation, service response time of A and B are very similar. Through 

this result, We can be ensured this system as not only security performance but also 

service response speed. 
 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we suggest the design of consolidated authentication system which is using 

user profile. Through this system, we can use the strong consolidated authentication at 

HTML5 based service. The future study will continue to focus  applying this system to actual 

environment.  
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